SNAMP Quarterly Meeting – Q1 2014

Agenda

Date and time: conference call on Wednesday, April 16, 2014, 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm PDT

Call-in information: 1-888-844-9904
     Code: 1869589#

Meeting Purpose:
• Provide direct communication between UCST and MOUP on a quarterly basis, as committed.

Desired Outcomes:
• Update on upcoming SNAMP IT meetings; on UCST progress; other events.
• Shared understanding of MOUP response to the SNAMP final report
• Progress of UCST: Q1 updates report (in written form, provided via email or website).

Agenda
1) Information on upcoming SNAMP IT meetings, including discussion format of IT meetings, informed by PPT IT meeting on April 2 (Susie Kocher).
2) Update on UC Science Team progress towards the SNAMP final report (John Battles).
3) Upcoming dates:
   Thurs., June 19, 2014: Last Chance/American Fire field trip
4) Basic structure for the MOUP response to the SNAMP final report (Cay Goude).
5) Team briefing – Fire team work.
6) New business?
     Open discussion of other topics raised by participants.